
Summary of Djabal school project 

 

For:   

one school building of three classrooms holding twenty-five students each; 

one school building of three classrooms holding twenty-five students each and one teachers’ office; 

two latrine buildings, each containing two rooms with one toilet each; 

two 550 gallon water tanks and necessary plumbing and pumps 

six blackboards 

1400 pens 

1400 pencils 

1400 notebooks 

 

To be posted on the Global Giving website as “Darfuris need 150 capacity schools in Djabal, Chad,” 

project number 45126.  Global Giving themes used:  Education, Children, Women and Girls. 

 

Statement to Global Giving donors: 

“DOHS, a Darfuri-run 501 ( c ) ( 3 ) public charity (EIN # 90-0644826), wants money to build two buildings 

containing a total of six classrooms and one teachers’ office,  plus four latrines with a total student 

capacity of 150.  DOHS knows all about life for Darfuris in Chad, as our own Vice President lived in 

Farchana Camp from 2004 to 2007.  We know from frequent contact with camp leaders that need are 

dire.  That’s why DOHS also wants money for 1,400 notebooks, pens and pencils, and two 550 gallon 

water tanks!” 

 

Budget in USD ($): 

OMI supply purchase, storage, transportation and building labor: 

$63,157.89 

 



Prices at Abeche market for  school and building supplies: 

1400 pens 

$180 

 

1400 notebooks 

$200 

 

1400 pencils 

$170 

 

Six blackboards 

$140 

 

Two 550 gallon water tanks: 

$1000 

 

Extra budget cushion(for water pumps and pipes, desks, mats, business fees and expenses): 

$2000 

 

Total:  $66,747.89 

 

Proposed Global Giving fundraising goal:  $67,000. 

 

Donation Options (based on prices at Abeche market): 

$10 donation will buy:  half a bag of nails, or 77 pens, or 70 notebooks, or 82 pencils. 



$20:  one bag of nails, or 184 pens, or 140 notebooks, or 164 pencils, or 28 bricks. 

$30:  231 pens, or 210 notebooks, or 246 pencils, or 42 bricks. 

$40:  Iron beams for one school building, windows for one building and 38 pens (or 35 notebooks, or 41 

pencils). 

$50:  two bags of cement, or five wooden roof frames, or 350 notebooks, or 410 pencils, or 385 pens. 

$70:  windows for two buildings, four doors and 77 pens, (or 70 notebooks, or 82 pencils). 

$100:  140 bricks, or water for construction of one building and 184 pens (or 140 notebooks, or 164 

pencils). 

$200:  280 bricks, or 1400 notebooks, or 1,540 pens, or 1,640 pencils. 

 

 

 


